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1. Apical morphology of imaged neurons 
 
In wild-type mice, the complexity of apical tufts were similar in spared and deprived 
barrel columns and septal columns: the WT location groups were comparable with 
respect to maximal branch order (K-W Χ2 (3,35) =0.46, P=0.93), number of branch end 
points ( K-W Χ2 (3,33) =2.75, P=0.43), arbor size (K-W  Χ2 (3,33) =6.33, P=0.10),  pia-
apical bifurcation depth (K-W Χ2 (3,34) =4.72, P=0.19, and spine density (K-W Χ2 (3,36) 
=5.76, P=0.12), Supp. Table 1). 
 
When comparing groups of trimmed and untrimmed WT and CaMKII-T286A mice, we 
compared five groups: I) untrimmed WT, n=11, all septal (same data as above); II) 
trimmed WT, n=29, 13 septal (same data as above); III) untrimmed T286A homozygotes, 
(T286A +/+) n=8, all septal; IV) trimmed T286A homozygotes (T286A +/+) n=15, 9 
septal; V) trimmed T286A heterozygotes (T286A +/-), n=8, 4 septal). Groups were 
matched for apical arbor size (all cells K-W Χ2 (4,61) = 6.49, P= 0.17; septal cells  K-W 
Χ2 (4,38) =11.09, P= 0.026 with no significant post hoc comparisons), maximal branch 
order (all cells K-W Χ2 (4,63) = 1.18, P= 0.88; septal cells  K-W Χ2 (4,40) =0.57, P= 
0.97), number of branch endpoints (all cells K-W Χ2 (4,61) = 2.56, P= 0.63; septal cells  
K-W Χ2 (4,38) =3.98, P= 0.41) (Supp. Fig. 6). There was a group difference in distance 
to the first major bifurcation of the apical dendrite from the pial surface (all cells K-W Χ2 
(4,62) = 12.5, P= 0.014); septal cells K-W Χ2 (4,38) =12.21, P= 0.016; Supp. Fig. 6). 
Post hoc comparisons revealed this was because the T286+/- group showed larger 
bifurcation depths compared to untrimmed WT and trimmed T286A+/+ (P < 0.05).  WT 
and T286A +/+ groups did not differ in mean apical bifurcation depth (P > 0.05, Supp. 
Fig. 6). Spine density on the first imaging day did not differ between groups (all cells K-
W Χ2 (4,66) = 5.73, P= 0.22; group I: 233 ± 11 mm-1, n=11; group II: 269 ± 14 spines 
mm-1, n=29;  group III: 221 ± 25 spines mm-1, n=8; group IV: 262 ± 22 spines mm-1, 
n=15; group V: 312 ± 38 spines mm-1, n=8; septal cells  K-W Χ2 (4,40) =10.33, P= 0.04 
with no significant post hoc comparisons). 
 
 
2. Alternate measures of spine dynamics 
 
Long-term imaging of spine dynamics can be analyzed in a number of ways. In the main 
text, we discuss density of new spines (TN mm-1), and the probability that new spines are 
stabilized (become persistent) after whisker trimming (NP/TN). It is also possible to 
examine the turnover ratio, density of new persistent spines (NP mm-1) and fraction of the 
persistent spines that are new (NP/(NP+AP)). Density comparisons can also be made for 
the loss of persistent spines (LP mm-1) and the fraction of persistent spines that are lost 
after trimming LP/(LP+AP) (see Fig. 2 and Supp. Fig. 2 for definitions). Using detailed 
histological examination we can not only determine the location of the apical dendritic 
stalk in Layer 4, but also, using careful alignment, we can judge the location of individual 
segments of dendrite within the barrel map (Fig. 3). This allows us to further dissect the 
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effect of location on spine dynamics for dendritic arbors that can span multiple columns 
in the barrel field.  
 
We report these measurements in 3 sections. First, we provide supplemental information 
about the effect of barrel field location on spine dynamics in WT mice. Second, we report 
on the effect of dendrite location on spine dynamics in WT mice. Third, we report further 
comparisons of spine dynamics in WT and αCaMKII-T286A mice.  
 
2a. Alternative measures of structural spine dynamics in WT mice based on location in 
the barrel field 
 
In the main text we report an effect of columnar location of a neuron in the barrel field on 
NP/TN, the probability that new spines are stabilized (become persistent) in WT mice 
(Fig. 3f). Here we show that a significant effect of location was also apparent in measures 
of new persistent spine density (NP mm-1) and the fraction of persistent spines that were 
new (NP/(NP+AP)), which are measures that reflect the effect of experience on 
remodeling of total connectivity of a cell. We also show that columnar location of a cell 
in the barrel field did not affect the density or fraction of persistent spines lost in WT 
mice.  
 
In WT mice, the turnover ratio did not differ between neurons in different parts of the 
barrel field at baseline (d0-4 or 0-8: K-W Χ2 (3,36) < 1.15, P > 0.76) or after whisker 
trimming (d8-28: K-W Χ2 (3,36) < 1.67, P > 0.64, Supp. Fig. 3). The density of new 
spines (TN mm-1) after whisker trimming was independent of location (imaging d8-20, 
K-W Χ2 (3,36) = 3.33, P=0.34, Supp. Fig. 4c). Despite a similar number of new spines 
(TN), septal column neurons showed a greater density of NP spines at the end of 
imaging, when compared to neurons located in deprived columns (NP mm-1, septal: 24.1 
± 2.8 mm-1, n= 13 vs. deprived: 9.2 ± 3.5 mm-1, n=8; P=0.002, Supp. Fig. 4e). In spared 
column neurons NP density fell between the values found for deprived and septal column 
neurons in trimmed mice  (NP mm-1, spared: 12.0 ± 3.8 mm-1, n= 8; septal vs. spared: 
P=0.015; deprived vs. spared P=1; Supp. Fig. 4e). We confirmed that NP spine gain in 
septal column neurons is experience-dependent, as septal column neurons of mice whose 
whiskers were trimmed showed a significantly higher density of NP spines than in septal 
column neurons of mice that were not trimmed (NP mm-1, untrimmed: 6.3 ± 1.9 mm-1, 
n=11, P<0.0001, Supp. Fig. 7c). These results are similar to those found for measures of 
NP/TN (Fig. 3f, Supp. 4d)  
 
To look at the proportion of persistent spines that were new, we also calculated the 
fraction of persistent spines on imaging day 20-28 that were gained at or after the first 
day of trimming (day 8), NP/(AP+NP). We found that the fraction of persistent spines 
that were new was higher for cells in septal columns in trimmed mice (0.12 ± 0.013, 
n=13 Supp. Fig. 4f) compared to deprived column neurons (0.05 ± 0.018, n=8, P=0.006 
Supp. Fig. 4f) and untrimmed mice’ septal column neurons (0.04 ± 0.011, n=11; 
P<0.001; Supp. Fig. 7b). The fraction of new persistent spines in spared column neurons 
in trimmed mice fell between the values found for deprived and septal column neurons in 
trimmed mice (NP/(AP+NP) spared column neurons: 0.07 ± 0.021, n=8 Supp. Fig. 4f). 
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For this measure, spared column neurons were not significantly different from septal or 
deprived column neurons (P=0.14 spared vs. septal; P=1 spared vs. deprived). 
 
We also monitored spines that were persistent for the first three sessions before whisker 
trimming and followed the density and fraction of these spines that were lost by the last 
imaging session (LP mm-1 and LP/(AP+LP), Supp. Fig. 2 and Supp. Fig. 4g-h). When 
we examined loss as a function of location across neurons in trimmed animals, the 
density of lost persistent spines did not depend on location in the barrel map (LP/ mm-1, 
Trimmed septal: 32.2 ± 3.4 mm-1, n=13; spared: 28.9 ± 5.7 mm-1, n=8; deprived: 24.2± 
4.0 mm-1, n=8, but it was higher in the septum of trimmed mice compared to untrimmed 
mice (P=0.01, untrimmed: 17.6 ± 2.3 mm-1, n=11)(Supp. Fig. 4g). The fraction of spines 
lost was not different across all wild type groups, trimmed or untrimmed (LP/(AP+LP), 
septal: 0.15 ± 0.014; spared: 0.15 ± 0.019; deprived: 0.13 ± 0.017; untrimmed: 0.11 ± 
0.016; LP/(AP+LP) K-W Χ2 (3,36) =4.08, P=0.25, Supp. Fig. 4h).  
 
We therefore pooled WT cells at all locations to investigate the effect of whisker 
trimming on persistent spine loss across the barrel cortex. Whisker trimming induced a 
significant increase in LP spine density in WT mice (LP mm-1, untrimmed: 17.6 ± 2.3 
mm-1, n=11; trimmed: 29.1 ± 2.4 mm-1, n=29; Mann Whitney U=246, P=0.009; Supp. 
Fig. 7e).  The fraction of LP spines showed a trend toward an increase after trimming 
(LP/(LP+AP), untrimmed: 0.11 ± 0.016, n=11; trimmed: 0.15 ± 0.009, n=29, Mann-
Whitney U=216, P=0.09; Supp. Fig. 7d). 
 
2b. Effect of location of dendrites on spine dynamics  
 
We also investigated the effect of the location of individual dendrites upon persistent 
spine gain and loss. Given our results suggesting the neurons in the septal related 
columns at barrel borders show enhanced NP spine formation, we were particularly 
interested to know if dendrites on barrel column neurons that extended into septal 
columns also showed enhanced NP spine formation. Our data showed that this was not 
the case. 
 
By registering the images in L1 with L4, using multiple dendritic branches and apical 
dendritic stalks in our images and tissue sections as a guide, we were able to map imaged 
segments of dendrites to locations in the barrel map columns. Barrel edges were 
determined by marking the center of the septal zone and reducing barrel core zones to 
75% of the blocks defined by the septal centers (see Holtmaat et al. (2006) for an 
illustration). If  ¾ of a segment of a dendrite was within a zone it was assigned to that 
zone and kept in the data set. We assigned each dendritic segment to two locations 
consecutively: 1) the location of its apical dendritic stalk (and presumably soma) in the 
barrel and septal columns, and 2) the dendritic segment location in the barrel and septal 
columns. The data for each location were then pooled. Using these methods we were able 
to map data for 27 WT neurons (n=11 deprived column neurons totaling 3.32 mm of 
dendrite; n=10 septal column neurons totaling 4.43 mm of dendrite; and n=6 spared 
column neurons totaling 1.87 mm of dendrite). These assignments allowed us to analyze 
the effect of location of a dendrite as well as location of the cell in the barrel columns. As 
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axons target different domains in the barrel cortex (Petreanu et al., 2009), these data shed 
light on the possible circuits under modification.  
 
In a previous study that consisted primarily of septal column neurons, we found that the 
formation of new persistent spines was dependent on the dendritic location (Holtmaat et 
al., 2006). In this initial study dendritic segments in similar regions were pooled, 
irrespective of the location of their apical stalk in the barrel field. Losses occurred equally 
over the dendritic locations, but new persistent spines formed primarily on dendrites 
located above septa (Holtmaat et al., 2006). The majority of the dendrites measured in 
our previous study were found on septal column neurons, therefore, we could not 
establish whether this increase would also exist for cells in barrel columns whose 
dendrites extended into septal columns. 
 
Similar to our earlier study, data from multiple neurons were pooled (due to low number 
of available cells in each location), but this time we differentiated the dendrites of 
neurons located in barrel and septal related columns. We calculated the density of NP 
spines and LP spines for the total pooled dendritic length. Again, using the same analysis 
but a larger sample consisting exclusively of septal column neurons, we found that the 
density of NP spines was greater in septal dendrites (30 ± 4 mm-1) than in dendrites 
located over either spared or deprived barrels (bootstrap P=0.02, septal vs. deprived: 19 ± 
4 mm-1; P=0.04, septal vs. spared: 20 ± 4 mm-1; Supp. Fig. 5a). There was no effect of 
location on losses for septal column neurons (bootstrap P>0.05, septum-related: 33 ± 4 
mm-1; deprived: 29 ± 4 mm-1; spared: 31 ± 5 mm-1, Supp. Fig. 5b).  
 
When we examined the effect of dendrite location on the formation of NP spines in 
spared column or deprived column neurons we found that there was no effect of location 
for either cell location (bootstrap P>0.07, Supp. Fig. 5). For these barrel column neurons, 
both persistent spine gains and losses occurred with similar probability across the 
different columnar locations of the dendritic arbor (Supp. Fig. 5) (Deprived Column 
Neurons NP: septum-related: 6 ± 2 mm-1; deprived: 11 ± 3 mm-1; spared: 7 ± 4 mm-1; 
Deprived Column Neurons LP: septum-related: 25 ± 4 mm-1; deprived: 23 ± 4 mm-1; 
spared: 33 ± 8 mm-1 Spared Column Neurons NP: septum-related: 6 ± 3 mm-1; deprived: 
11 ± 8 mm-1; spared: mm-1; Spared Column Neurons LP: septum-related: 23 ± 6 mm-1; 
deprived: 16 ± 9 mm-1; spared: 24 ± 5 mm-1).  
 
To see if there was any interaction between effect of location of the apical dendritic stalk 
(and presumably soma) and of dendritic segment location, we also performed a 2-way 
ANOVA for unbalanced groups (n-way ANOVA, Matlab). Here the data from each 
location in each animal was necessarily isolated from the pooled data described above. 
To minimize bias introduced by smaller samples, we only used data from observations of 
a dendritic segment location in any individual cell if the available sample dendritic 
segment length was greater than 80 μm. As above, cell columnar location was determined 
by the location of the apical dendritic stalk in L4 (Fig. 3). When we performed a 2-way 
ANOVA on all appropriate samples (n=46), the effect of apical stalk location on NP 
spine formation was significant (F(2,38) = 10.95, P=0.0002), but the effect of dendritic 
segment location (F(2,38) = 0.07, P=0.9), and the interaction between the two was not 
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significant (apical dendritic stalk x dendritic segment location: F(4,38)= 0.97, P=0.4). 
Together these data suggest for neurons in L5B barrel cortex, that the location of the 
apical dendritic stalk within a column (and presumably cell body) has a greater effect on 
NP formation than the location of the individual dendrite. These data are consistent with 
studies in visual cortex (Hofer et al., 2009). 
 
2c. Alternative comparisons between WT and αCamKII-T286A mutant mice 
 
We report that 1) more spines become stabilized (NP/TN) on dendrites of neurons in the 
septal columns of WT mice after whisker trimming (Fig. 3f) and 2) that this experience-
dependent response is absent in αCamKII-T286A mice (Fig. 4). T286A +/+ mice do 
grow new spines at normal rates, but these spines fail to stabilize at higher rates after 
whisker trimming. Here we report that other measures of new spine persistence, such as 
the number of new persistent spines per dendritic length (NP mm-1) and the fraction of 
new persistent spines NP/(NP+AP), which reflect changes to the total connectivity of a 
cell, are not significantly affected by trimming in T286A +/+ mice. In addition, the 
αCamKII-T286A mutation significantly increases the fraction of persistent spines lost 
after whisker trimming when compared to trimmed WT. Together these data suggest that 
phosphorylation of CaMKII Thr286 plays a greater role in spine stability than spine 
growth. 
 
Spine turnover ratio did not differ for groups at baseline (d0-4 and 0-8) for all neurons 
(K-W Χ2 (4,66) < 3.2, P> 0.52, data not shown) or when looking only at septal neurons 
(K-W Χ2 (4,40) < 3.96, P> 0.41, Supp. Fig. 7a). No significant group differences in 
turnover ratio emerged after trimming (all neurons: K-W Χ2 (4,66)  >6.2, P> 0.18, data 
not shown; septal neurons: K-W Χ2 (4,40) < 6.4, P> 0.17; Supp. Fig. 7a).  
 
The density of new spine growth (total new, TN, including transient and persistent 
spines) after whisker trimming (TN mm-1) was not affected significantly by group (all 
neurons: K-W Χ2 (4,66) =4.49, P=0.34, data not shown; septal neurons: K-W Χ2 (4,40) 
=8.56, P=0.073; Fig. 3a). This suggests that spine growth in αCamKII-T286A mice is 
regulated normally.  
 
We measured the fraction of persistent spines that were new (NP/(NP+AP)) and density 
of NP spines (NP mm-1). In contrast to WT mice, the fraction of persistent spines that 
were new did not increase after trimming in T286A +/+ mice (NP/(NP+AP) septal 
column neurons, untrimmed T286A +/+: 0.042 ± 0.016; trimmed T286A +/+: 0.075 ± 
0.026; P=1, Supp. Fig. 7b). There was also no significant increase in the NP density after 
trimming in T286A +/+ mice (NP mm-1, septal column neurons, untrimmed T286A +/+: 
6.6 ± 2.9 mm-1; trimmed T286A +/+: 10.8 ± 3.7 mm-1; P=1, Supp. Fig. 7c). These data 
suggest that, unlike the case for WT mice (Fig. 3&4, Holtmaat et al., 2006), trimming did 
not significantly enhance new spine stabilization in septal column neurons in T286A +/+ 
mutants.  
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Septal column neurons in untrimmed WT and untrimmed T286A +/+ mice showed 
comparable fractions of persistent spines that were new (NP/(NP+AP), P=1; Supp. Fig. 
7b), as well as comparable densities of NP spines (NP mm-1, P=1; Supp. Fig. 7c).  
 
Septal column neurons in trimmed T286A +/+ mice showed significantly lower densities 
of NP spines than in trimmed WT mice (NP mm-1, trimmed WT: 24.1 ± 2.8 mm-1, n=13; 
P=0.01; Supp. Fig. 7c). The fraction of new persistent spines in trimmed T286A +/+ 
mice showed only a non-significant trend toward lower values compared to trimmed WT 
mice (NP/(NP+AP) septal column neurons, P=0.16), and was comparable to untrimmed 
WT mice (P=0.98) (Supp. Fig. 7b).  
 
Septal column neurons in trimmed T286A +/- mice showed fraction and density measures 
of NP spines that were not significantly different than measures seen in trimmed WT 
mice (NP/(NP+AP) trimmed T286A +/-: 0.159 ± 0.021, P=1, Supp. Fig. 7b; NP mm-1  
trimmed T286A +/-: 34.7 ± 6.0 mm-1, n=4; P=1; Supp. Fig. 7c). 
 
Trimmed T286A +/+ mice showed a higher fraction of LP spines (LP/(AP+LP): 0.21 ± 
0.016; n=15) when compared to their trimmed and untrimmed WT controls 
(LP/(AP+LP): all cells P<0.02, Supp. Fig. 7d). Density of LP spines was higher in 
trimmed T286A +/+ mice (LP mm-1, 36.4 ± 4.1 mm-1, n=15) compared to untrimmed WT 
(P=0.002), but not trimmed WT (P=0.6). Baseline levels of persistent spine loss did not 
differ between untrimmed WT and untrimmed T286A +/+ mice (LP/(AP+LP), 
untrimmed T286A+/+: 0.145 ± 0.019; n=8, P=1; LP mm-1, untrimmed T286A+/+: 24.4 ± 
4.4 mm-1, P=0.42; Supp. Fig. 7d-e).  
 
There was no significant effect of trimming on Fraction LP or LP density for the T286A 
+/+ genotype (LP/(AP+LP) P=0.16; LP mm-1, P=0.42). 
 
The loss of persistent spines in trimmed T286A +/- mice (LP/(AP+LP): 0.186 ± 0.033; 
LP mm-1: 43.1 ± 9.8) was not significantly different from trimmed WT or trimmed 
T286A +/+ mice (P>1; Supp. Fig. 7d-e). 
 
We further compared the total spine density for groups of septal cells.  There was no 
significant difference in raw total spine density for any group between imaging day 1 to 
day 28 (P>0.14). Spine density normalized to the first imaging day decreased slightly in 
untrimmed WT mice and T286A mice (Supp. Fig 7f), possibly due to continued 
developmental pruning from week 8-12 (Holtmaat et al., 2005; Zuo et al., 2005). This 
decrease was larger in homozygote mice with intact whiskers compared to trimmed WT 
(P=0.048), but other group comparisons were not significant.  
 
We also measured change in density of persistent spines by subtracting the density of 
persistent spines (defined as spines present at least 8 days) over the three sessions before 
whisker clipping (day 0-8) from the density over the last three imaging sessions (day 20-
28). As persistent spines always form synapses, this measure should reflect how losses 
and gains affected the net connectivity of the apical tufts of mice of the different groups. 
Most cells showed a small loss in the density of persistent spines (average for septal 
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cells:14±3 spines mm-1, Supp. Fig. 7g). A group analysis did not reveal significant 
differences for this measure (all cells K-W Χ2 (4,66)=9.07, P=0.06; septal cells K-W Χ2 
(4,40)=8.58, P=0.07).  
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Supplemental Figure 1. Wilbrecht et al.

The effect of distance from the spared whisker barrel on surround 
receptive field response in layer 5 of deprived and undeprived 
barrel cortex. The diagram (a) shows the relationship of a cell 
located in layer 5 below a deprived barrel to its near and far 
barrel. The histogram (b) shows the response of the cell in the 
deprived column to stimulation of the principal whisker for the 
near and far barrels is similar in undeprived animals (black bars) 
but greater for the near spared whisker than the far following 
stimulation (t(60) = 2.3, p<0.025). The response to principal 
whisker stimulation in the spared barrel is not affected by 
deprivation (histogram bars on left). These L5 data are consistent 
with previous L2/3 data that suggest that whisker response 
potentiation is greatest for cells on the near vs. far side of a barrel 
(Glazewksi and Fox, 2006).
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Lost persistent (LP) spines were defined (a) as 
spines that were persistent for the first three 
imaging sessions, but that were then lost by 
the last day of imaging, day 28. b, Example 
images of LP spines (blue arrows) are from a 
WT mouse. Scale bar=5µm
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The turnover ratio was not affected by location 
in the barrel field or trimming in WT mice.
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Supplemental Figure 4. Wilbrecht et al. 
Effect of location in the barrel field on measures of persistent spine formation and loss after whisker trimming. a, A 
reconstructed apical arbor of a neuron with its apical dendrite near the center of the septum (grey) in L4. On either side are 
barrel columns that have been deprived (black) or spared (white). b, legend for c-h. Note: for clarity, data shown in this figure 
are from trimmed WT animals only. Triangles indicate GFP-M only background, while circles are WT mice from GFP-M x 
CaMKII-T286A cross breeding. Black symbols, neurons with an apical dendrite in the deprived barrel column; grey symbols, 
septal column neurons at barrel column borders; white symbols, spared barrel column neurons. c, There was no significant 
difference in the density of the total number of new spines formed after whisker trimming for cells in different locations. d, A 
greater fraction of new spines became persistent (NP/TN) for neurons in septal columns compared to neurons in deprived 
columns (P=0.004). Comparisons with spared column neurons were non-significant (P>0.12). e, Septal column neurons 
showed more NP gains per mm of dendrite when compared to neurons located in deprived columns (P=0.002, Spared column 
neurons' NP density fell between the values found for deprived and septal column neurons in trimmed mice (septal vs. spared: 
P=0.02; deprived vs. spared: P=1). f, The fraction of persistent spines that were new, NP/(AP+NP), was higher for cells in 
septal columns compared to deprived column neurons  (P=0.006). The fraction of new persistent spines in spared column 
neurons fell between the values found for deprived and septal column neurons (spared vs. septal: P=0.14; spared vs. deprived: 
P=1). g-h, The density of LP (lost persistent) spines and fraction of persistent spines that were lost (LP/(LP+AP)) were not 
affected by location in the barrel map (P>0.05).
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Supplemental Figure 5. Wilbrecht et al.

The effect of location of dendritic arbor segments in the barrel field on spine dynamics.  
a, Density of new persistent spines for dendritic branches belonging to cells in different 
barrel field locations. When we focused on neurons with an apical dendritic stalk 
passing through the septa we found these neurons had significantly more new 
persistent spines on segments of their dendritic arbor that remained above the septa 
when compared to segments that arborized into spared and deprived columns 
(*P<0.05). Location of the dendritic segments did not affect the density of new persistent 
spine gains in neurons with an apical dendritic stalk that passed through the barrel 
hollows. b, The density of persistent spines that were lost did not vary in a manner 
dependent upon location of the dendrite or the apical dendritic stalk in the barrel or 
septal columns. 

segment location deprived 
segment location septal 
segment location spared 
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b

WT

T286A +/+

Groups Arbor size
(µm)  No. of branch

endpoints 
Max. branch 

order 
Pia- apical 

bif. depth (µm) 

Untrimmed WT 2324 ± 267 16.6 ± 1.3 7.0 ± 0.3 230 ± 26 

Trimmed WT 3245 ± 221 18.4 ± 1.0 6.8 ± 0.2 287 ± 17 

Untrimmed T286A +/+ 2433 ± 243 16.0 ± 1.3 6.9 ± 0.3 239 ± 14 

Trimmed T286A +/+ 3006 ± 199 17.5 ± 1.0 7.0 ± 0.3 242 ± 22 

Trimmed T286A +/- 3030 ± 425 15.6 ± 2.0 6.5 ± 0.4 352 ± 26 

c
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Supplemental Figure 6.  Wilbrecht et al. 

CamKII-T286A +/+ mice show normal L5B apical dendritic arbors. The 
complexity and morphology of the apical dendritic arbors of L5B 
neurons in WT (a) and T286A +/+ mice (b) were comparable in our 
sample. These images show three example arbors from each 
genotype (trimmed groups). c, table with the values of four 
morphological measurements.
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Supplemental Figure 7. Wilbrecht et al.

The effect of the CaMKII-T286A mutation on spine dynamics using alternate measures of spine growth 
stabilization and spine loss. Each symbol represents a cell. Groups are divided by genotype and trimming 
status. Panels a-c, f, and g show data from septal column neurons only. Panels d-e show measures of 
spine loss in cells from all parts of the barrel field. Panel a shows the spine turnover ratio (see methods) 
for each group over the time course of imaging. There was no significant effect of group on this measure. 
Panel b shows the fraction of persistent spines that were new on septal column neurons divided by group. 
There was a significant difference between untrimmed WT and trimmed WT (*P<0.001). Trimming did not 
affect the fraction of persistent spines that were new in T286A+/+ mutants, suggesting they differ from WT 
in their response to trimming. Panel c shows the density of NP spines per mm of dendrite. For this 
measure, a significant difference was found between trimmed and untrimmed WT (*P<0.0001) and 
between trimmed WT and trimmed T286A +/+ (*P<0.01). Trimmed and untrimmed T286A+/+ groups were 
not statistically different. Panel d shows the fraction of persistent spines that were lost after whisker 
trimming. A significant difference was found between trimmed WT and trimmed T286A +/+ mice 
(*P=0.018), with mutants showing larger losses. Panel e shows an alternate measure of persistent spine 
loss, LP density. Panel f shows total spine density normalized to the first session. Panel g shows the 
change in the density of persistent spines from imaging day 0-8 vs. 20-28.
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Supplemental Figure 8. Wilbrecht et al. 

A model of spine growth with stabilization via long term potentiation (LTP). 
New spines grow (a), sampling local terminals, and either b) disappear, or 
c) persist after undergoing LTP. Synaptic strength scales with spine size 
and brightness (Matsuzaki et al., 2004), and new spines that persist have 
been shown to increase in brightness with time (Holtmaat et al., 2006; 
Hofer et al., 2009); suggesting that LTP plays a role in spine stabilization. 
Here we show that in  CaMKII-T286A mutants, that do not show LTP or 
potentiation of responses to spared whiskers, experience-dependent 
spine stabilization is also disrupted. Together these results suggest LTP 
plays a role in spine stabilization.



Groups Arbor size No. of branch 
endpoints 

Max. branch 
order 

Pia-apical 
bifurcation 
depth  

Deprived WT 2833 ± 394 17.0 ± 1.6 6.7 ± 0.4 288 ± 23 

Septal WT 3559 ± 359 20.1 ± 1.5 6.9 ± 0.3 313 ± 28 

Spared WT 3136 ± 384 17.1 ± 1.9 6.8 ± 0.5 246 ± 32 

Untrimmed 
WT 2324 ± 267 16.6 ± 1.3 7.0 ± 0.3 230 26 ±

Supplementary Table 1 Wilbrecht et al.
Morphology of neurons sampled from different locations in the barrel field in WT mice.
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